
THE !RED" TRIP TO THE PEACE RIVER PARKLANDS  IN JULY 
 

Yours truly woke at five twenty-five and proceeded to shut the balcony door on the morning of the eighth. The iPad and computer were switched on 

in bed at that time to bring the memoirs up to date and to correct the total of Murphy's Petrel before creating new PDF files with the headings 
adjusted properly. That was underway at five thirty-three with a new PDF and a reduce-sized PDF file made at seven minutes past six. Yours truly 
then climbed out of bed to wash the now greasy hair and to sponge bath. The final packing took place subsequently with the toys and such placed in 
the gym bag as well as using the backpack as a second suitcase for clothes and to protect the computer, A squat on the toilet took place before 

shutting off the water supply. 
 

The Mazda was en route to the ferry at seven-forty, reaching the terminal at five minutes past seven. The fifty-one dollar and twenty-five cent bill 

was paid at the gate, the lower price due to the passenger fare being free during the weekday for seniors. The computer was then carried into the 
waiting room where the Wi-Fi was used to send a brief letter to my wife. The idea of sending the ‘Birds of Vancouver Island’ was squashed once 
more, as the file was still too large to send in the mail. The rare bird alerts were inspected afterward. The car was returned to at seven-forty where 

the reduced PDF was reduced yet again. 
 

The Mazda was aboard the large 'Celebration' at seven-fifty. Yours truly headed straight to the cafeteria where a wait ensued until eight o'clock to be 
served. A customary breakfast with scrambled eggs, ham, toast, and greasy potato cakes was washed down with a cup of coffee while looking out to 

sea at the front of the ship. This was the same vessel and same seating where the three Brown Pelican were observed some time ago. The bill for the 
food was eleven dollars and forty-two cents. A woman in line was asked if she knew of any way of reducing a PDF file to a point where it could be 
sent in the mail and she didn't know but suggested placing the file on Google drop-offs. The link to the site would be the public’s access and the 

highest quality file could be used. Presumably, there will be a fee. 
 

The window was used for a relaxing sea watch until reaching the east side of Active Pass. Yours truly was feeling the effects of the past three days. 
Lack of sleep and being overworked had left me in an exhausted state and the respite was welcomed. One Rhinoceros Auklet and two Pigeon 

Guillemots were the total number of birds seen. 
 

The car was returned to under sail and the credit cards and binoculars were exchanged for the iPad and computer. At five minutes past nine yours 

truly switched on both digital devices at the ship's computer dock. The second reduced PDF also refused to mail. The memoirs were brought up to 
date in any case until the announcement to return to the vehicles was heard at nine twenty-seven. The memoirs were completed while seated in the 
car until docking at nine thirty-nine. Unfortunately, Highway Ninety-One was chosen as a new route to reach Highway One only to be confronted 

by a toll bridge. A lengthy and slow drive then took place along a string of city streets until reaching Highway Five and shortly Highway One. The 
temperature was likely around twenty-six degrees in the upper Fraser Valley and it was fairly warm in the car. 
 

Hope came into view at eleven thirty-five. A pee was necessary so the MacDonald's was patronized first. A coffee combo was purchased and the 

brew was left to cool while yesterday's memoirs were mailed to myself. Today's autobiography was then brought up to date until eleven fifty-eight. 
A customer was asked about routes and it was decided to take Highway Five, the Coquihalla, as the tollbooth had been removed and it was a much 
faster drive to Kamloops than taking the TransCanada. Today's memoirs were then sent to myself at eleven minutes past twelve. The next step was 

to fill the tank at the adjacent Shell station, which cost fifty dollars. 
 

                                                   
 

             Coquihalla Mountains 
 

Radio signals were lost in the mountainous terrain along the Coquihalla and Taylor Swift’s newest album ‘Red’ was inserted into the compact disc 

player for entertainment.  I had listened to the music once before and like millions of people worldwide was enthralled by the award-winning hits 
like ‘’We are Never Ever Getting Back Together’ or “I Knew You Were Trouble’ but found the doubling of her voice produced a high-pitched 
quality that was less than soothing. However, after listening again every song was more than well liked. Haunting words and melodies like those 
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from ‘State of Grace’ such as ‘all we know is touch and go’ or ‘we’re dancing round the kitchen in the refrigerator light’ from ‘All To Well’ ‘this 
slope is treacherous, this path is reckless’ from ‘’Treacherous’ and ‘they’ll tell you now you’re the lucky one ‘ from ‘The lucky One’ quickly 
became favorites and were played over and over to obsession. The passion for her and her music was now manic and listened to even when radio 

waves were restored.  
 

The odometer was held around the one hundred and twenty mark until reaching Williams Lake at five o'clock. The temperature climbed to thirty-
five degrees and the air-conditioning was eventually turned on for a couple of short periods due to getting stomach craps from an overheated body 

core. Two brief stops took place en route: one at two o'clock for a pee beside the highway, and a second at three forty-five for a dump and a pee in a 
boreal forest plot just beyond a cattle guard. A bottle of water was grabbed from the trunk at that time and consumed during the next hour.  
 

The MacDonald's was of course selected for supper with a healthy southwest salad and a senior’s coffee selected from the menu at seven dollars and 
ninety-five cents. The meal was eaten while bringing the memoirs up the date until five-seventeen. My wife had written and a brief note of what had 
taken place today was returned prior to checking the rare bird alerts. The refill was collected at five-forty and the tank was filled at a nearby 
Chevron taking forty-four dollars and thirty-one cents from my pocket. The journey continued after a slight detour in town due to missing the 

highway junction, arriving in Prince George at eight-forty. A brief stop took place at the edge of town at a major highway junction to ensure that it 
was Highway Ninety-seven that was required. The goal for the night was McLeod Lake only to find that there were no facilities in the tiny 
community. It was around nine-thirty and a short drive took place to adjacent Carp Lake Park to spend the night but there were only deciduous trees 

and no conifers and thus little chance of hearing a Boreal Owl through the night. 
 

The decision was to carry on the ski lodge at Pine Pass only to come to the Highway Twenty-Nine junction a few kilometers down the road at ten 

o'clock. There was a gas station and a restaurant so a private side road was taken a half-kilometer with the ignition shut off in front of a home. This 
was somewhat ideal due to the facilities but there was also a grove of pines here. The iPad was switched on in the back seat with the memoirs 
brought up to date at ten twenty-six. The light was fading fast and it was time for some shuteye. 
 

Yours truly felt rather rested at three-nineteen on the morning of the ninth. At the time the sky was beginning to lighten. It was very cold in the car 
at that time and the iPad was switched on to see what time it was. It was definitely too early to rise and as a result, the single blanket was pulled up 
over my head once more in an attempt to continue sleeping. The dream state did return until my eyes opened once more because of the cold. Oh my 

Kingdom for a sleeping bag. The iPad was switched on again when waking at three fifty-seven. It was assumed to be closer to five with the amount 
of light in the sky. The light was on in the adjacent home as well so that seemed like an indicator that it time to begin a new day. The memoirs were 
written until four o'clock. The battery on the iPad was now down to forty percent. About fifteen minutes later yours truly crawled out of the back 

seat and decided to drive up to the gas station to see if the establishment was open. The posting said that the earliest was six o'clock. It was only one 
hundred and forty kilometers to Chetwynd, and with slightly over a quarter tank there was no problem reaching the more populous town without 
running out of gas. Thus the decision was made to begin the drive. It was four-thirty or so.   
 

Pine Pass came into sight soon after. Without directions, there was no way of knowing where to begin the walk to the alpine. The trailhead was 
thought erroneously at the time to be situated near tiny Azouzetta Ski Lodge. The hike to the mountaintop appeared to be several hours. Thus it was 
decided to continue on and look for the ptarmigan at Pink Mountain where one could drive to the summit, or to try Pine Pass on the homeward 

drive. It was found later from looking at my ‘Birders Guide to British Columbia’ 
http://maps.google.ca/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=115983957278576199133.0004835cc64bbe14061c0&z=5 that the trailheads 
were; one the eight-kilometer-long Murray Mountain Trail that began thirteen point five kilometers east of the Powder Keg Ski Lodge at a small 
gravel road heading west at a yellow sign; or the better of the two starting from a viewpoint just east of Azouzetta Lake and east of the Powder Keg 

Lodge. Thus any attempt to climb to the summit this morning would have ended in failure in any case. 
 

                                                        
 

 Pine Pass 
 

A gravel road leading through a housing community was stopped at ten kilometers outside of Chetwynd at five o'clock. Other than a calling White- 
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breasted Nuthatch and House Wrens, the area was quiet. The drive continued towards Chetwynd for a couple of kilometers until seeing a logging 
road. This was driven up a few hundred yards to a pull off where a two-kilometer walk took place from five-twenty to eight o'clock. The results 
were fair with two Black-throated Green Warblers placed on my provincial list. Other species of note included Yellow-bellied Sapsuckers, 

Tennessee, MacGillivray's and Magnolia Warblers, Ovenbirds, an American Redstart, and what seemed like hundreds of White-throated Sparrows 
and Swainson's Thrushes. 
 

Chetwynd came into sight at eight-fifteen. Fifty dollars worth of gas was purchased at the Save-on Station and the windscreen was cleaned of bug 
juice. A local was asked if there was a MacDonald's in town and he directed me to a Tim Hortons. The expensive 'MacDonald's' was patronized at 
eight-thirty. The filthy hands and greasy face were given a much-needed wash before ordering two white egg biscuit sandwiches and a medium- 
sized coffee that came to seven dollars and seventy-two cents. The sandwiches were demolished while sending yesterday's memoirs to myself using 

the stores free WI-Fi and the iPad. The digital device was plugged into the wall this time due to the low battery. Today's autobiography was then 
brought up to date until four minutes past nine. The next thirty-seven minutes was spent reviewing a few of the birding sites on my online 
Birdfinding guide before looking for the mileage to Pink Mountain. It was one hundred and eighty kilometers north of Fort St John and thus not out 

of the question for a drive.  
 

Moberly Lake was only twenty-five kilometers away and reached at ten-thirty. The temperature was a cool seventeen degrees under overcast skies. 

What appeared to be a Rosé-breasted Grosbeak was seen flying by on the drive along the three kilometer-long entrance road. Fortunately there was 
entrance fee to the park as the place was dead. A walk ensued from the picnic area around the campsites with only repeats of this morning, and few 
of those. It was decided to try along the gravel section of road that extends west from the paved section where two Northern Waterthrushes and a 
Canada Warbler were added to the day's list. The list indicated that Boreal Chickadee, Bay-breasted Warbler (rare), Mourning Warbler, and 

Philadelphia and Blue-headed Vireo were missed. The place was left in the rear view mirror at twelve o'clock with an expeditious drive taking place 
at one hundred and twenty kilometers an hour to Dawson Creek. A Subway's was selected for lunch on arrival at one-fifteen where a six-inch turkey 
breast on honey oat and a coffee were purchased at seven dollars and ten cents. The iPad was switched on to bring the memoirs up to date while 

munching on the sandwich until one-forty. Pat was written while sipping the coffee until one fifty-one with this text sent this to myself as insurance 
immediately after. 

                

 

                                                                                Mustard Fields Dawson Creek 
 

Swan Lake was reached in a matter of twenty minutes and that time was lengthened due to road construction. It was thus after two in the afternoon 
and it was thought that bird activity would increase again around three o'clock. A stop took place at the bridge where the Eastern Phoebes were 
known to hang out and there were two in attendance. A long walk then ensued along a path by the lake and around the washrooms. Birds were 

scarce once more with Black-and-white Warbler, Gray Jay, Common Grackles, Red-eyed Vireo, Least Flycatcher, and Western Wood-Pewee added 
to the list. The decision was made at around five o'clock to investigate the marsh at the south end of the lake since the woods lining the road there 
might produce the same species in any case. Construction slowed progress somewhat. Road Two hundred and One-T was driven to a point where it 
became badly rutted and the car bottomed out a couple of times. Common sense told me to turn back. The next road closer to Puce Coupe, Road 

Two hundred and Three, was taken to a yellow gate. There was a home beyond that point but there was a sign indicating that it was the property of 
Ducks Unlimited. As a result yours truly walked in and found that the way to the marsh lacked any path. There was a small tributary lined with 
grasses and willows directly behind the building. A truck with the occupant of the place was just returning as I was leaving. He told me that Le 

Conte's Sparrows sang from the channel behind his place late in the evening. Thus a stroll took place back to the site where the tape was played and 
squeaking commenced with negative results. However, the fellow told me that the secretive sparrows were found at McQueen Slough along Rolla 
Road and I remembered the sign. A great deal of the mud was removed from under the wheel wells before heading back to Swan Lake. The Rising 

Moon Bed and Breakfast found earlier when planning a trip some years ago to this area was located with a drive by taking place. It was very quaint. 
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A gated road at the northern edge of Swan Lake Park was the next destination. The toilet paper was carried with me and a very tiny dump was 
taken. A Clay-colored Sparrow was added to the list immediately after. The car was resting back in the parking lot at Swan Lake at six o'clock. A 
shave took place with the bar of soap and a razor at the lakeside prior to strolling around for five minutes. The decision seemed obvious. Visit the 

slough in the evening when the sparrows were singing and then carry on to Taylor, as the same species occurred there as at Swan Lake. In fact, only 
Blue-headed Vireo was noted for the park. As Dawson Creek was near to McQueen Slough, supper could take place after looking for the sparrow. 
 
 

                                                                                     
 

                                                       Swan Lake Bridge                                               Swan Lake, Dawson Creek 
 

The car was in the slough's parking lot at seven o'clock. The directions are as follows: drive south of Dawson Creek on Highway Two about three 

kilometers and turn left onto a paved secondary road clearly signed to Rolla. Drive approximately ten kilometers to the junction with Highway 
Forty-nine and proceed straight ahead for exactly five kilometers to a wildlife watch sign on your left.  Interestingly the wildlife watch sign has no 
mention of the place name until reaching the parking area, Of course, one could take Highway Forty-nine from the center of Dawson Creek but it is 

more difficult to find. The habitat looked perfect along the first less used trail but despite playing the tape and squeaking nothing was seen or heard. 
The main tail crossed equally good habitat and the Marsh Wrens were singing even though there was a moderate breeze. No luck again. A bird 
thought to be a Mourning-type was heard once and a Clay-colored Sparrow was singing here. A few pictures were taken before departing at shortly 
after eight.  
 

 

   
 

The MacDonald's in Dawson Creek was occupied at eight-twenty. A southwest salad and a senior’s coffee came to nine dollars and forty-five cents. 
A gentleman was kind enough to let me sit in at the opposite side of his both. This was one of the few places to plug in the iPod Touch for a charge. 
It would be needed tomorrow morning. The meal was eaten very slowly since there was a lot to write about the afternoon and evening. The memoirs 

were finally brought up to date at nine fifty-three. This was then sent to gmail. 
 

The eighty-plus kilometer drive to Johnson Road at Taylor was underway immediately after, arriving at the gate at eleven minutes past eleven in the 

evening. The fleece and coat were donned right away even though the night air was warmer that at this time on the previous night. Sleep overtook 
me straight away. 
 

Yours truly woke at three and again at three forty-five on the morning of the tenth due to the cold and the need to urinate. It was very light at three 

forty-five and a few birds were singing. Thus the car's ignition was switched on to warm myself for five minutes before walking at a reasonably fast  
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pace some two and a half kilometers along the road. The stroll back was as unproductive as those yesterday with only Rose-breasted Grosbeak, 
Baltimore Oriole, and a fast look at what was likely a Blue Jay for the effort. The rest of the birds were repeats with several Red-eyed Vireos seen at 
close range. The last squeak near the gate was drawing in numerous species and a 'Solitary' type was finally seen that disappeared before identifying 

it. The flanks were very olive-yellow with nice spectacles but whether it was Blue-headed or Cassin's was not determined. Blue-headed is likely the 
only one that occurs in this region. 
 

         
 

Johnson Road, Taylor 
 

Fortunately it was decided to stroll along the road when returning to the car. A woman in the home beside the gate was walking out towards the 

Mazda with determination and I was wondering if she was going to complain about me walking down the posted road. She had a camera in hand. I 
said hello and she asked if I was a birdwatcher. I then asked if she or any of her neighbours had Ruby-throated Hummingbirds coming to their 
feeders. Turns out, she was the famous feeder owner where the species was coming to daily for more than five summers. She invited me into the 
yard to watch for the rarity. The elderly couple said that four birds had been seen only yesterday. Not only that, she made toast and coffee after 

telling her that the night had been spent in the car. The feeder was watched while she prepared the meal. My face and hands were washed prior to 
sitting down at an inside table. The toast and homemade strawberry jam and coffee were enjoyed while discussing the vandalism that was taking 
place along the road and the reason for her coming out to inspect my car. The garden was returned to anxiously with another twenty minutes passing 

with no sign of a hummingbird. The garden flowers were looked at prior to walking back to the vireo spot with no luck. 
 

It was now nine-twenty and the sun was warm and the birds had already become quiet. The decision was to drive into Fort St John to look at the 

sewage lagoons and drive back at five in the evening, the time the hummers were more reliable. The first McDonald's that came into sight along 
Highway Ninety-seven in town was chosen for breakfast and to look at my interactive Google map version of 'A Birders Guide to British Columbia' 
for directions. It was now ten o'clock. A fellow in the parking lot was asked where the sewage lagoons were and he mentioned that Watson Slough 
was only a fifteen-minute drive from here. Directions were obtained and sketched on a scrap piece of paper. A coffee combo and an egg McMuffin 

were purchased and a table with a plug-in was selected because the iPad’s battery was low again. The Wi-Fi was not working so today's 
autobiography was brought up to date while wolfing down the food. The daily chore was done at ten thirty-seven. 
 

A drive then ensued towards Watson Slough. The drive was much further than the fellow had described. It was about eight kilometers to the 
Highway Twenty-nine junction, the road that leads to Hudson Hope. A fill-up took place at the Shell Station that cost fifty-five dollars. It was 
precisely twenty kilometers from the gas station to the slough, arriving at eleven-thirty or so. There were no trails like the fellow described, simply a 

rough track leading a hundred yards to the water's edge. The Yellow Rail's call was played several times without receiving an answer; this was 
expected at such an hour. The gravel Watson Road back of but out of sight of the marsh was driven while listening for bird song. A female Yellow-
bellied Sapsucker was heard and a stop was made with a short stroll along the birdless road. A few handfuls of tissue paper was carried into the 
woods for a much-needed sit on a convenient log. The drive was then underway towards Fort St John when a car pulled off the highway with 

Ontario plates. Yours truly made an indication of using binoculars with circled fingers. The young fellow in his mid to late twenties was indeed a 
birder; his name was Andrew Keaveney. The second coincidence of the day as he told me that the road to the summit of Pink Mountain was in 
horrible shape this year and that the Mazda would likely become damaged if the drive were attempted, thus saving a four hundred kilometer round 

trip drive for naught. Unfortunately, the only alternative for a ptarmigan now was Pine Pass and that was a sixteen-kilometer return walk plus the 
hiking required on top of the mountain searching for the creature. It was beginning to look like there would not be any Canadian birds seen on this 
trip, the main reason for spending the money. Andrew was doing a bird survey and assured me that the vireo was a Blue-headed as they were 

common and that the members of the tally group had not seen any Cassin's at all. He gave me precise directions for a Connecticut Warbler site some 
sixty kilometers from where we were standing and said that LeConte's Sparrows were easy along several roads branching south from Highway 
Ninety-seven between Chetwynd and Dawson Creek. Andrew said that Mourning Warblers and Philadelphia Vireos were difficult to get this year. 
We drove back to the slough where he donned hip waders and proceeded to stroll around through the grasses in an attempt to flush the Yellow Rail. 

His friend Avery Bartel was successful in doing so last week. Several Wilson's Snipes rose while yours truly played the tape once more. 
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                    Watson Slough 
 

We departed company at one o'clock and yours truly drove to the south sewage lagoons. There was no shorebird habitat left and only ducks and 
Eared Grebes in the artificial lakes. It was time for lunch and a place with Wi-Fi so the Subways was next in line. The usual turkey breast on honey 
oat was selected and with a cup of coffee came to exactly seven dollars. The day's memoirs were brought up to date while enjoying the meal and 

drinking a cup of water. It now seemed that my options were narrowing. The north sewage ponds were known for Sharp-tailed Grouse, the 
endowment lands at Northern Lights College in Fort St John for Cape May Warblers, the site presented today for Connecticut Warblers and revisits 
of McQueen Slough for the Le Conte’s Sparrow and a late evening visit to Watson Slough for the Yellow Rail. The more expected species still 

missing like Philadelphia Vireo, Mourning Warbler, and Winter Wren might be found anywhere. The memoirs were up to date at three-thirteen and 
mailed off to myself. 
 

                  
 

                                                                              Fort Saint John South Sewage Lagoons 
 

Looked through my ‘Birders Guide to British Columbia’ and jotted down some birding info until three thirty-three. Walked over to the door only to 

see a torrential rainfall outside. A brief wait ensued for it to subside prior to heading south towards Taylor to revisit Johnson Road. A couple were 
seen sitting outside their home where the hummingbird feeders were visible from the road so I decided to stop and ask if they had any Ruby-throats. 
They said that they just had three only minutes ago fighting at the sugar-filled bottles. The elderly couple said it was all right for me to have a look. 

Two male and a female Calliope were observed rather quickly and it was assumed that was what they had seen. It was four-fifteen or so when 
heading for the famous home. The fellow said he had just seen the male fifteen minutes ago so I took a seat where the green flask was visible. Five 
minutes ticked by and a female Calliope appeared, ten minutes after that and the male Ruby-throated Hummingbird was in the bag. I stayed another  
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twenty minutes getting perfect views at close range.  
 

It was about five-thirty when saying goodbye. The idea was to get a motel room in Taylor but it seemed like a waste of time at this time of day and s 
a result the Mazda was pointed down the road almost opposite theirs in a westerly direction along the river past Peace Island Park to Taylor Ski Hill. 

The fact that Boreal Chickadees were supposedly common here was the main reason for the three-kilometer drive. The sky was now mainly blue 
but the wind was blowing stiffly. A Red-eyed Vireo was the only bird seen that was identified with two or more seen too briefly to identify. 
 

At six-thirty it was time to check into a motel. A local large establishment was thought to have the cheapest rates until hearing one hundred and 
thirty dollars. The Super Eight next door was about the same price. The Econolodge was next in line and the cheapest rate before taxes was just one 
hundred bucks. This oil boomtown is mighty expensive indeed. I decided that another night in the car was the best deal and to get a place tomorrow 

night in Dawson Creek where they might be less expensive.  
 

It was now seven o'clock and time for supper and to kill time in the comfort of the restaurant. The now familiar MacDonald's was patronized where 
a southwestern salad and seniors coffee came to nine dollars and ten cents. The plan for tomorrow was to visit the endowment lands at Northern 

Lights College (known officially as Fish Creek Park) and look for the Cape May Warblers where Blue-headed Vireo and Mourning Warbler might 
be found as well, and then head for the airport for Sharp-tailed Grouse. Depending on time, the Connecticut Warbler would be next in line. Perhaps 
there was a reasonably priced motel in that area. If so, Watson Slough could be visited very early the next morning en route to Dawson Creek, if not 

it would be missed. The meal was eaten while bringing the memoirs up to date, finishing at seven forty-four. The rare bird alerts were checked 
subsequently until seven minutes past eight. 
 

Yours truly was tired and rather disappointed in not having a comfortable bed to sleep in tonight and as such a search of motels was next in line. A 

place mid-town was found online that might be inexpensive plus a couple more that also might be reasonably priced since they were off the 
highway. It was now raining and a motel was definitely required. As such, a drive took place along One Hundredth Street, the main street in town 
other than the highway, towards the advertised accommodations. The Four Seasons that was though to be a chain member looked more like a 

privately owned joint and it was aesthetic enough for my purposes so the Mazda was pulled over to request a rate. It was seventy-odd dollars plus 
tax. That was a perfectly good rate and a room was secured for the night at eighty-four dollars and eighty cents.  A hot bath was drawn while 
removing fresh underwear, socks, and T-shirt from the suitcase and arranging the loose paraphernalia carried piece by piece to the second story 

room. There was no smell of smoke and the room was simple but quite nice with a huge television set. The bath was unbelievable and sleep was 
inevitable while relaxing in the warmth. It was around nine o'clock when the computer was plugged in and the autobiography for the past three days 
was copied and pasted to the Word document. That was edited to insert the forgotten data from scraps of paper and correcting grammar. A short 

break ensued at ten forty-five when a quick note was sent off to answer my wife's question of where I would be spending the night. She was 
informed about the motel and told that I was having a good time despite the poor luck but totally exhausted. A torrential rainfall was taking place at 
that time. The editing was time consuming and not finished until thirteen minutes past twelve. Sleep was instantaneous while listening to the 
whistling wind at the adjacent window. 
 

Yours truly woke three minutes before the marimba music was about to take place on the iPod's alarm clock on the morning of the twelfth. A dump 
took place and all the previously arranged gear was gathered after donning the fleece and Gortex coat. The door to the suite was opened to a 

miserable day. It was raining and overcast from horizon to horizon and cold. It felt like a winter's day in Victoria. A moderate wind was blowing as 
well. There was nothing to do but head for MacDonald's and hope for improvement. Two Egg McMuffins and a senior’s coffee were purchased at 
seven dollars and eighty cents. The sandwiches were wolfed down while bringing last evening's and this morning’s memoirs up to date until five 
fifty-two. 
 

The refill was carried out to the car at five fifty-five and the drive to Northern Lights Collage was underway. It was discovered on arrival that the 
trail system was actually called Fish Creek. The rain had subsided but it was extremely cold and a tuok and gloves should have been packed. The 

place was very nice with a good number of paved pathways to explore. Birds were commonplace and activity high possibly due to the cold 
temperatures. Two Blue-headed Vireos were seen well as well as several Blue Jays, Black-throated Green Warblers, and towards the middle of the 
walk, a small group of Boreal Chickadees. There was no need to visit Strawberry Flats at Manning Park any longer. The paved section was left at 

around nine o'clock to explore the gravel loop that was less productive. A light rain began at that time and activity seemed to wane. The entire 
system was done at nine-thirty and I decided to drive to the North Sewage Lagoons to look at shorebirds and hopefully to flush a Sharp-tailed 
Grouse. A Co-op station with a convenience store was dropped into en route where a French vanilla-flavoured coffee and a cheese bun were 
purchased at three dollars and seventy cents. That was demolished quickly. The road thought to lead to the lagoons was unsigned for the Ducks 

Unlimited site but it was signed 259 Road and total gumbo. As such, several other roads in the area were driven in a search to locate the site. It was 
never found and everyone asked about its location did not have a clue. Finally a woman in a commercial truck was asked and she directed me to the 
old lagoons near the hospital that were closed and fenced to the public. It was found later that Road 259 was the correct route but nevertheless it was 

dangerous and extremely muddy due to the rains. 
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Fish Creek Park 
 

The decision at that time was to have lunch at MacDonald's and to catch up on the autobiography prior to taking the two-hour drive to the 

Connecticut Warbler spot. It would be a convenient place to sleep in the car if the bird was not seen right away. A trail near to the Fish Creek site 
was sighted along the drive and a stop took place. The paved path was traced a quarter kilometer before turning back. 

 

Yours truly was back at MacDonald's at eleven forty-five. The iPad and computer were switched on before ordering to bring the memoirs up to date 

on both devices. The words were on electronic paper at twelve-fifteen. The editing and a letter to my wife brought the time to one-fifteen. Two 
junior chicken sandwiches with mustard and a senior's coffee were purchased subsequently with the food polished off within minutes while seated 
in the car at the beginning of the drive. The Mazda's speedometer was held at the usual one hundred and twenty kilometers an hour. The drive was 

tiring to say the least and I was beginning to wonder if it was worth the effort for one provincial bird. The Highway Ninety-Seven sector of the 
drive, some one hundred and ten kilometers in length, took one hour to reach the turnoff for paved Upper Halfway Road, which is situated on the 
west side of the highway ten kilometers south of Wonowon. The secondary route was fairly empty yet still held more traffic then expected. Most of 

the forty-seven kilometers to the Graham River Recreational Area was driven at the same speeds as those on the main highway but the road had 
sharp bends here and there and two washout sections created by slides that slowed progress. Nevertheless, it took thirty-two minutes to reach the 
place, arriving at shortly after three in the afternoon. An Indian Reservation with speed limits is reached about halfway along Upper Halfway Road 
and eventually a school with speed limits, and shortly after that a river bridge and the end of pavement. 

 

                                                                         
 

        Map of Graham River Recreational Area 
 

 The Connecticut Warblers tape was played several times along the first sector of the half-kilometer-long entrance road with no answer. 
Interestingly, while strolling down the last section of the gravel road to the river and campground, Andrew Keaveney and his workmates including  
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Avery Bartel were chanced upon. A fellow from the Dominican Republic and a woman from Spain were participating in the survey. Andrew took 
me the exact location where the secretive warbler was heard but there was no response to the tape. Avery mentioned another spot within five 
kilometers where he had heard three singing males and both mentioned having seen a male Cape May Warbler at their campsite. The camp was 

thought to be one of those here at Graham but it was actually three or four kilometers away in the direction of the other Connecticut site. The bird 
survey group climbed into a company truck and yours truly followed them along the gravel road to a potholed one-kilometer-long road to their 
campsite that was actually a few construction modules shared by the seismic oil and gas explorers. This was thought to be a bizarre place indeed. A 
walk ensued immediately across an open meadow to the edge of a spruce bog where Avery saw the female. It took at least fifteen minutes before it 

was seen again and at some distance for my old eyes. All that was seen was a warbler with a moderately bright yellow head and upper breast period. 
Andrew noted the white out tail feathers and grayish crown. The juvenile that was being fed was actually easier to identify, a fairly dark olive-
brown bird with an indication of a white wing-bar. The combination of plumages between the female and juvenile clinched the identification. The 

only close match to the female would be a female Tennessee but the juveniles are not alike.  
 

It must have been around five o'clock when driving over to the second Connecticut site that is approximately seven kilometers from the bridge: 

follow the RV Park signs, turning left and drive one kilometer downhill to a bridge then up the other side one additional kilometer to a flat area 
cloaked in mature aspen. The region around the gravel pit is productive. A much need dump took place in the gravel pit to avoid the mosquito’s that 
were in the area. They were plentiful but not to the extent of causing panic. A kilometer of the road was walked with the tape not receiving an 

answer. The battery was now in the red. The same story took place back at the original site. Later, I was told that a Connecticut with a juvenile was 
seen at the beginning of the main entrance road to Graham River Recreational Area, which is a quarter kilometer south of where I made the original 
attempt. 
 

It was now seven o'clock and I decided to leave and try for the Yellow Rail instead. This was the right move as a Sharp-tailed Grouse was seen 
along the roadway about ten kilometers east of the Indian Reservation at the first set of fields with small aspens at the perimeter. The view at over a 
hundred kilometers an hour was of course brief and poor but the distinctive size, shape, and coloration were of this species. A small amount of the 

white markings on the head were seen. A walk ensued back to where it was seen with the call played on the iPod Touch but it was not seen again. 
Strangely, the lengthy drive to this location did not produce the goal but instead the two birds sought elsewhere today 
 

                                                                        
 

                                                        Connecticut Warbler habitat, Graham River Recreational Area 
 

 

The Shell Station at the corner of Highway Twenty-Nine was patronized once more at eight-twenty in the evening with the fill-up coming to fifty-
two dollars sixty-eight cents. The adjoining Snacks Restaurant was next in line where a half order of liver and onions was selected from the scant 

menu that came with fries and an excellent salad that was topped with two store bough containers of Thousand Island dressing. The meal was 
washed down with coffee. The bill came to sixteen dollars and ninety-five cents with a two-dollar tip. The place was left in the rear view mirror at 
nine-fifteen and yours truly was in the Watson Slough parking lot twenty minutes later. The tape was played once in growing twilight with no 

response. The Mazda was thus returned to bring the memoirs up to date until dark at ten thirty-four when another attempt was made in the dark of  
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night. A periodic light rain was falling at that time. The only sounds were winnowing snipe and the clicking of raindrops on my Gortex jacket. The 
pillow and blanket were arranged for a night's sleep at ten fifty-two. Urination wake-ups took place sometime after that and again at two twenty-
two. A moderate rainfall was falling at both occasions and it seemed that there was no chance of hearing the rail and that tomorrow might be 'rained 

out' so to speak. 
 

It was three fifty-seven when greeting the thirteenth of July. The rain was still persistent at that time though light and despite the overcast there was 
a great deal of early morning light. The only blessing was that the night air was warmer and obviously sleep was less interrupted. The tape was 

played on two occasions and the rail did not respond. Every Sora was calling and could be heard well back into the marsh thus the Yellow Rail 
should have been heard if present. A wait ensued at the parking lot beside the car writing the mornings autobiography until four twenty-five and the 
vigil was abandoned. 
 

Beaton Lake Park was the next goal as several species of warblers were known to exist in the area such as Mourning, Connecticut, and Bay-
breasted, plus Philadelphia Vireo et cetera. The car was resting at the main entrance parking lot at five o'clock. The rain was still present but light. 
Yours truly was ignorant enough to take one of the main ski trails covered in wet grasses. Despite that the vegetation was short and generally sparse, 

my shoes and pant legs were wet within minutes and uncomfortably cold. A Ruffed Grouse with chicks was seen right away but birds in general 
were few and far between and the species count was low. A call not unlike a Yellow-bellied Flycatcher was head when finally completing a loop 
back a second paved parking picnic area. It called twice but nothing was seen and it did not respond to the tape. It sounded like ‘che-bunk’ to my 

ear. The road was birded back to the awaiting car. A drive then ensued to the flycatcher spot and it was heard once more but again yours truly could 
not find the singer and it did nothing when the tape was played. The iPad was switched on in the car at eight-fifty while the engine was running and 
the welcomed hot air was blowing on my cold feet. The daily task was up to date at nine o'clock. The rain had stopped completely at the time with 

breaks in the clouds.  It was now time for McDonald's. 
 

            
 

     Beaton Lake Park                                                                   Fields outside Fort St John 
 

The fast food joint was occupied at nine-fifteen and a coffee combo and two Egg McMuffins cost eight dollars and thirty-seven cents. The meal was 
eaten while checking the rare bird alerts, emailing Arian Dorst for some reason, then my wife. Paul Lehman's latest sighting was of a Hawaiian 
Petrel some two hundred and twenty kilometers off the Brook's Peninsula. The memoirs were then brought up to date at ten twenty-seven and it was 

time to head south to Taylor. 
 

It was around eleven o'clock when reaching the end of Johnson Road. The distance along the now partially muddy road to the first home with the 
Calliope Hummingbirds was two point nine kilometers and to the gate and private home with the Ruby-throated Hummingbirds was exactly five 

point two kilometers. Despite the time of day the birds were active beyond the gate. The sun emerged for about twenty minutes and felt wonderful. 
About a dozen American Redstarts were seen, a Canada Warbler, a Black-and-white Warbler and the usual suspects. The walk proceeded about one 
kilometer past the last point on the first visit but the birding seemed to be best before the large washout about a kilometer and a half from the gate. 

The road was now a quagmire and my shoes and pant bottoms were muddy. Two vehicles were roaring down the track and the first was avoided by 
hiding in the bush. The second was not heard and that section of road was straight and the middle-aged man in the all-terrain saw me run into the 
bush. The curious creep stopped and asked why I was hiding and the postings were mentioned. He said that the road was public that only the lands 

on either side were private. 
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The shoes were cleaned as much as possible back at the car at one-thirty. It was one forty-five when waving goodbye to the hummingbird fellow 
who was out plowing in the field. Paper trash stored in the door shelf was tossed out the window along Johnson Road. It was a Saturday and there 
seemed to be shy drivers on the highway en route to Dawson Creek. One idiot pulled his car to the roadside when passing and another fellow 

driving a truck was moving at fifty kilometers an hour in a construction zone where no one was present due to it being a weekend. When passing 
him he braked as if there were no room when the oncoming car was a mile away.  Then a deer was crossing the road in the suburbs of Dawson 
Creek. The five-kilometer-long entrance road to Kiskatinaw Provincial Park was passed along the way exactly twenty-eight kilometers north of 

Dawson Creek that should have been visited on this trip, as it is a reliable site for Mourning Warblers and Boreal Owls. 
 
 

                                
 

                       Johnson Road at gate                                             View towards Taylor River from Johnson Road 
 

 

Yours truly arrived at the Subways in Dawson Creek at three twenty-five. The first step was to clean the paraphernalia in the car. The city map was 
placed back in the glove box and the extra Fort St John map and other garbage thrown out in the stores trashcan. A much needed face wash took 
place before ordering. The iPod Touch was plugged in for a charge in the store while eating the turkey breast on honey oat and bringing the 

memoirs up to date. The sandwich cost seven dollars and forty cents. The memoirs were up to date at three forty-nine. The Wi-Fi was connected and 
gmail was given a quick inspection to find that a Connecticut Warbler with young was seen yesterday at the main entrance while I was present, 
which was one driveway over from where I originally entered. This was then sent to myself prior to visiting the washroom for a pee prior to 

departure at four o'clock. 
 

It took twelve minutes to reach McQueen Slough. The boardwalk section was checked before moving to the grass patch to the north of the unit. The 

semi-wet grass was perfect for removing any trace of mud from my shoes by dragging them through the vegetation in various directions. Nothing 
was seen despite playing the tape except for a Yellow-headed Blackbird and a Swamp Sparrow. The car was returned to where my socks and jeans 
were changed and the camera was retrieved to take a picture of the lovely cloud formations reflected in the marsh waters. This turned out to be a 
boon because yours truly carried on to the end of the boardwalk and walked along the indistinct trail towards the mustard fields. A tiny sparrow with 

an obviously short pointed tail flushed from the edge of perfect habitat and flew into a willow; no amount of searching or pishing brought it into 
view. A Savannah would likely have resurfaced. A good forty minutes passed playing the tape with no response. However, a small bright buff-
orange bird was seen with the naked eye moving through the bottom of a willow after playing the tape. Again it was not seen again after a twenty-

minute wait. The decision was to follow the edge of the back of the marsh around the mustard field. It was now assumed that the group seen here 
during the initial visit were birders looking for LeConte's as they followed the same route. 
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                                    McQueen Slough                                                                  View towards Dawson Creek  
 

It was six thirty-eight when departing on the homeward drive. The speedometer was kept at one hundred and twenty-five kilometers an hour as 

much as possible. Taylor Swift's 'Red' was playing constantly and every song was now enjoyed thoroughly. I was now obsessed with her and her 
music.  The first stop was in Chetwynd from seven forty-five to eight o'clock where thirty-five dollars and eight cents worth of gas was pumped into 
the tank and a package of four gooey filled pastries were purchased that cost one dollar and seventy-five cents.  A cop had fortunately stopped 

someone in the seventy zone along the west side of town and yours truly saw the flashing lights and kept to the speed limit. The sugary treats were 
demolished quickly subsequently and the plastic container tossed out the window. A brief stop took place to take picture of Pine Pass. The tundra 
zone appeared to be no more than two kilometers above the Azouzetta Lake Lodge with a clear route up an avalanche shoot. Of course it was 

straight up with an elevation change of three thousand-plus feet. Rain was predicted for tomorrow and the decision was made not to sleep over. A 
torrential rain began about fifty kilometers north of Prince George that brought to speed down to one hundred kilometers an hour.  Lightening 
flashes were seen on the western horizon. 
 

 

                                                           
 

 

                            View of Pine Pass Mountains from Azouzetta Lake 
 

The second stop took place in Prince George between ten thirty-eight and ten-fifty for thirty dollars worth of gas as well as coffee and a puff pastry 

snack that cost one dollar and seventy-five cents. The torrential rainfall was creating puddles down the centre of the highway and hydro-planning 
slowed progress further. Fortunately the rain ceased about fifty kilometers south of Prince George. An animal picked up on the shoulder of the road 
through eye shine was almost certainly a Pine Martin. An emergency brake took place at one point when a deer was seen in the high beams. 

Steering around the doe would likely not have worked as they often move towards a moving vehicle. 
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Although not nodding off, the forward progress was halted at one o'clock north of Clinton due to being absolutely exhausted. A strange call was 
heard when exiting the vehicle for a pee that can only be described as 'nark' heavy and loud; perhaps the bark of a deer. The air temperature was 
reasonable warm compared to the Peace though the fleece and coat were donned for the night.  
 

Yours truly woke twice to urinate then at four-nineteen on the morning of the fourteen due to the cold. The sky was blue from horizon to horizon 
and brightening at that time. Although still dead tired, the drive was underway once more. The road was dry with few vehicles to slow progress. 
Pictures were taken of a misty lake with the rising sun in the background. Cache Creek came into view at six thirty-four where forty-eight dollars 

and fifteen cents worth of gas was purchased. There were no MacDonald's in town and the expeditious drive continued onward towards Kamloops. 
There were no facilities at the junction of the Coquihalla and as such the drive continued onward towards Merritt. The Mazda was sitting outside the 
MacDonald's in Merritt at seven forty-seven. The possibility of falling asleep at the wheel had been a real problem for the last two hours, but 

especially so during the last half hour. First in line was a shave followed with a squat on toilet. Yours truly ordered a coffee combo and two Egg 
McMuffins at seven dollars and seventy-five cents. The Wi-Fi was connected to the iPad and the rare bird alerts and mail accounts were inspected. 
Yesterday's memoirs were updated in part beginning at eight-thirty with most of the sector after McQueen Slough roughed in at eight forty-nine. 

Andrew Keaveney had answered my last note so he was told about the LeConte's Sparrow, given a list of the species missed, and provided with the 
link to the 'Birds of Vancouver' Island.  Pat was sent a brief communiqué about arriving home today until eight minutes past nine forgetting that she 
no longer had computer access. A refill was carried out to the car and the drive continued. Of course Taylor Swift's 'Red' was playing over and over 
to obsession along the Coquihalla. The sleep issue persisted after an hour. A brief stop took place at a break check area to photograph the 

picturesque flat rock formations covering the entire mountaintop. Chilliwack was pulled into at ten thirty-four to have a snooze since falling asleep 
at the wheel was now a real possibility. A self-serve car wash was spotted and four dollars was spent on cleaning the not too overly dirty car. The 
bug juice remained on the front bumper and the driver’s mat was filthy. 
 

 

    

  

Dawn on lake north of Clinton 
 

                                                     
 

                         Coquihalla Mountains 
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I felt somewhat refreshed afterward at eleven o’clock and continued down Highway One towards the ferry. Again sleep became an issue and the 
plan was to pull over in Langley and have a snooze. Once again I took a road before Highway Ten thinking there was a construction detour and was 
lost temporarily but was back on track easily after asking an East Indian girl for directions. Arrival at the ferry terminal was at twelve-thirty. The 

one o’clock sailing cost sixty-six dollars and seventy-five cents. Yours truly worked on the autobiography while waiting to board and actually 
missed the fact the line was moving ahead of me until someone in the adjacent car pointed it out. The work continued while seated in the car on the 
ferry to completion at one-thirty. The MacBook and iPad were then carried to the ferries computer terminal area to send the iPad material to gmail 
and to then copy and paste the memoir mail to the Word document. This was finally finished at two-fifteen due to a slow connection. The gear was 

rearranged to pack loose items in the suitcase and backpack while waiting for the ship to dock at two thirty-five. 
 

The Mazda was at the back of the ferry line-up along the Pat Bay Highway and progress was slow until reaching the Royal Oak area. The car was in 

the underground garage at three thirty-five. 
 
ADDENDUM:  
 

The total cost for seven new provincial birds and some 105 species total was reasonable at $687.33. The breakdown is: Motel $84.80; Ferry 
$118.00; Car wash $4.00; Gas $365.32; Food $115.21. 
 

The first chore at home was unpacking and throwing the dirty clothes near the washing machine including all that was worn except the jeans. A 
refreshing hot bath followed at three-fifty where sleep came instantaneously. A barbequed chicken thigh and some breast meat were demolished 
along with a banana and a few dried apricots. Dots were then placed on the birds seen in the Peace on the range maps in the ‘National Geographic’ 

with sleep interrupting the work. It was around seven in the evening when the excel document illustrating which species were still required in the 
province and Victoria was updated to remove the seven species seen on the trip and to add additional hypothetical species. This was done while 
resting on the couch. A new sheet was printed subsequently and taped to the side of the bookshelf at around seven-thirty. A night of television was 
to be enjoyed only to fall asleep in bouts up to nine-fifteen and constantly thereafter until retiring to the bedroom at ten-thirty.      

 

           


